Abstract We apply techniques from complexity theory to a model of biological cellular membranes known as membrane systems or P-systems. Like Boolean circuits, membrane systems are defined as uniform families of computational devices. To date, polynomial time uniformity has been the accepted uniformity notion for membrane systems. Here, we introduce the idea of using AC 0 -uniformity and investigate the computational power of membrane systems under these tighter conditions. It turns out that the computational power of some systems is lowered from P to NL when using AC 0 -semi-uniformity, so we argue that this is a more reasonable uniformity notion for these systems as well as others. Interestingly, other P-semi-uniform systems that are known to be lower-bounded by P are shown to retain their P lower-bound under the new tighter semi-uniformity condition. Similarly, a number of membrane systems that are known to solve PSPACE-complete problems retain their computational power under tighter uniformity conditions.
affect the computational power of the model. An instance of the model consists of a number of (possibly nested) membranes, or compartments, which themselves contain objects. During a computation, objects evolve to become other objects or pass through membranes by the application of rules. In the active membrane model it is also possible for a membrane to completely dissolve and for a membrane to divide into two child membranes.
The active membrane model can be regarded as a model of parallel computation, however it has a number of features that make it somewhat unusual when compared to other parallel models. For example rule selection is nondeterministic, confluence plays an important role, membranes contain multisets of objects and there are many parameters to the mode. In order to clearly see the power of the model we analyse it from the computational complexity point of view, the goal being to characterise the model in terms of the set of problems that it can solve in a reasonable amount of time. One can also interpret our results as classifying the computational complexity of simulating biological phenomena that are modelled by the membrane systems under consideration.
Another, more specific, motivation is the so-called P-conjecture (Pȃun 2005 ) which states that recogniser membranes systems with division rules (active membranes), but without charges, characterise P. On the one hand, it was shown that this conjecture does not hold for systems with non-elementary division as PSPACE upper (Sosík and Rodríguez-Patón 2007) and lower (Alhazov and Pérez-Jiménez 2007) bounds were found for this variant (non-elementary division is where a membrane containing multiple membranes and objects may be copied in a single timestep). On the other hand, the Pconjecture was thought to hold for all active membrane systems without dissolution rules, when Gutiérrez-Naranjo et al. (2006) gave a P upper-bound. The corresponding P lowerbound (trivially) came from the fact that the model is defined to be P-uniform, which we now explain.
Like Boolean circuits, membrane systems can be defined as families of finite devices. In order to prevent such a family from being too powerful, we define the family to have an associated algorithm that maps each problem instance size to a family member. This algorithm effectively ensures that family members are algorithmically related, and prevents the family definition from hiding resources that are difficult to precompute. A closely related notion is semi-uniformity, where we map each problem instance directly to a membrane system using a suitably restricted algorithm. Since much of the work on the complexity of membrane systems has been concerned with whether or not polynomial time membrane systems exist for solving intractable problems, polynomial time uniformity, or P-uniformity, has been commonly used.
However, the aforementioned P lower-bound highlights a problem with using P-uniformity, as it does not tell us whether this membrane model itself has (in some sense) the ability to solve all of P in polynomial time, or if the uniformity condition is providing the power. In fact, in Sect. 3 we show that when we use restricted, and more reasonable, uniformity conditions the model does not have the ability to solve all problems in P (assuming P = NL). Essentially we prove that semi-uniform and uniform families of polynomial time active membrane systems, without dissolution rules, solve no more than those problems in NL. This is despite the fact that these systems run for polynomial time (and can even create exponentially many objects and membranes). This result is illustrated by the bottom four nodes in Fig. 1 .
In Sect. 4 we also give a corresponding NL lower-bound for AC 0 -semi-uniform families of systems without dissolution indicating that the upper-bound is tight (although we slightly relax the definition of recogniser in order to simplify the construction 1 ). Therefore, in the semi-uniform case, we have a characterisation of NL which is illustrated by the bottom left two nodes in Fig. 1 .
So far, we have mentioned four models which characterise P under P-uniformity but are instead upper-bounded by NL under AC 0 -uniformity (or L-uniformity). However, we claim that if a lower-bound is given by a membrane system construction and not by exploiting a powerful uniformity/semi-uniformity condition, then the power of the model should be unaffected by the change to a less-powerful uniformity/semi-uniformity condition. Interestingly, in Sect. 5 we show that another P-uniform membrane system model (with dissolution but no division) known (Zandron et al. 2000) to characterise P actually retains this P characterisation when restricted to be AC 0 -semi-uniform (or L-semi-uniform). To show this, we give an AC 0 -semi-uniform family of membrane systems with dissolution rules that solves a P-complete problem. This is illustrated by the top front left node in Fig. 1 .
Finally, in Sect. 6, we show that the aforementioned PSPACE characterisations (top back two nodes in Fig. 1 ) remain unchanged under tighter uniformity conditions.
Membrane systems
In this section we define active membrane systems and some complexity classes. These definitions are based on those from Pȃun (2001 Pȃun ( , 2002 , Pérez-Jiménez et al. (2003) , and Sosík and Rodríguez-Patón (2007) . We also introduce the notion of AC 0 -uniformity and AC 0 -semi-uniformity for membrane systems. The set of all multisets over a set A is denoted MSðAÞ. Active membrane systems are a class of membrane systems with membrane division rules. Division rules can either only act on elementary membranes, or else on both elementary and non-elementary membranes. An elementary membrane is one which does not contain other membranes (a leaf node, in tree terminology).
Definition 1 An active membrane system without charges is a 6-tuple P ¼ ðO; l; M; H; L; RÞ where:
1. O is the alphabet of objects (or the set of object types); 2. l ¼ ðV l ; E l ; rÞ is a rooted tree representing the membrane structure where V l (N is finite, E l (V l Â V l , and root r [ V l ; 3. M : V l ! MSðOÞ maps membranes to their object multisets; 4. H is the finite set of membrane labels; 5. L : V l ! H is an injective mapping of membranes to labels; 6. R is a finite set of developmental rules of the following types (where a, b, c [ O and u 2 MSðOÞ; h 2 H):
The vertices V l of the membrane structure tree l are the individual membranes of the system. The ultimate container of all membranes in the system (the root vertex r in l) is called the skin and has label 0 [ H (when defining rules we let 0 ¼ skn). A configuration C of a membrane system is a tuple (l, M, L) whose elements are defined in Definition 1 (with the exception that L may be surjective). A permissible encoding of a membrane system hPi, or of a configuration hCi, encodes all multisets in a unary manner. For example, a multiset should be encoded in the format [a, a, a, b, b] , rather than in the shorter form a 3 b 2 , in order to ensure that at most a polynomial number of objects are initially encoded in a system. We also permit the use of a blank symbol (denoted ) which may be inserted at any point in the encoding. The rules in the set R are applied to a configuration according to the following principles: -All the rules are applied in a maximally parallel manner. That is, each timestep a multiset of applicable rules is non-deterministically chosen such that any further rules added to the set cannot be applied in that timestep. -If a membrane is divided by a rule of type (e) or (f) and there are objects in this membrane which evolve via rules of type (a), then we assume that first the evolution rules are applied, and then the division rule. This process takes only one step. -The rules with label h are used with membranes with label h. In each timestep, a membrane can be the subject of only one rule of types (b)-(f).
A computation of a membrane system is a maximal sequence of configurations such that each configuration (except the initial one) is obtained from the previous one by a transition (one-step maximally parallel application of the rules). Membrane systems are non-deterministic, therefore on a given input there are multiple possible computations.
A computation that reaches a configuration where no more rules are applicable is called a halting computation.
Definition 2 A recogniser membrane system is a membrane system P such that:
1. all computations halt, 2. yes; no 2 O, 3. the object yes or object no (but not both) appear in the multiset of the membrane with label 0 (or ''skn''), 4. and this happens only in the halting configuration.
Complexity classes
We introduce the notion of AC 0 -semi-uniformity and AC 0 -uniformity to membrane systems. Throughout this paper, AC 0 is the set of problems solved by DLOGTIMEuniform, polynomial sized (in input length n), constant depth, circuits with AND, OR and NOT gates, and unbounded fan-in (Barrington et al. 1990 ). FP, FL, and FAC 0 are the classes of functions that are respectively computable by deterministic Turing Machines in polynomial time, by deterministic Turing machines using logarithmic space, and by DLOGTIME-uniform polynomial-sized Boolean circuits with unbounded fan-in and constant depth. Previous work on the computational complexity of membrane systems used (Turing machine) polynomial time uniformity (Pérez-Jiménez et al. 2003) . (A notable exception is the logspace semi-uniform membrane system family by Obtułowicz (2001) .)
A problem is a set X ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .g R Ã and its complement is X ¼ R Ã À X where R is some finite alphabet. We say that a family P of membrane systems recognises a problem X if for each x 2 R Ã there is some P 2 P that decides if x [ X. We let |x| = n denote the length of a problem instance x 2 R Ã .
Definition 3 Let R be a class of recogniser membrane systems and let t : N ! N be a total function. Let E and F be classes of functions. The class of problems solved by an (E, F)-uniform family of membrane systems of type R in time t, denoted ðE; FÞÀMC R ðtÞ, contains all problems X such that:
-There exists an F-uniform family of membrane systems, P ¼ fP 1 ; P 2 ; . . .g of type R: that is, there exists a function f 2 F; f : f1g Ã ! P such that f ð1 n Þ ¼ P n : -There exists an input encoding function e 2 E; e : X [ X ! MSðIÞ such that e(x) is the input multiset, which is placed in a specific input membrane of P jxj , and I(O is the set of input objects. -P is t-efficient: P n always halts in at most t(n) steps. -The family P is sound with respect to (X, e, f); that is, if there is an accepting computation of the system P jxj on input multiset e(x) then x [ X. -The family P is complete with respect to (X; e; f ); that is, for each input x [ X, each computation of the system P jxj on input multiset e(x) is accepting.
We now define semi-uniform families of membrane systems where a single function (rather than two) is used to construct the family. For each instance x 2 X [ X we have a (possibly unique) membrane system which does not need a separately constructed input, a clear departure from the spirit of circuit uniformity. -There exists a H-semi-uniform family P ¼ fP x 1 ; P x 2 ; . . .g of membrane systems of type R: that is, there exists a function h 2 H; h : X [ X ! P such that hðx i Þ ¼ P xi . -P is t-efficient: P x always halts in at most t(|x|) steps. -The family P is sound with respect to (X; h); that is, for each x 2 R Ã , if there exists an accepting computation of the system P x then x [ X.
-The family P is complete with respect to (X; h); that is, for each x [ X every computation of the system P x is accepting.
We define the set of languages decided by uniform families of polynomial time membrane systems to be
and the set of languages decided by semi-uniform families of polynomial time membrane systems to be
When the symbols E; F, and H are replaced by complexity class names such as AC 0 ; L or P it means that the uniformity conditions under consideration are in the function versions of these classes. For example, if we let E = F = AC 0 then we mean that the functions e [ E and f [ F are computable in uniform FAC 0 and we say that we have an AC 0 -uniform family.
Let AM
0
Àd denote the class of membrane systems that obey Definition 2, and Definition 1 but without dissolution rules (type (d)). Then ðAC
) denotes the class of problems solvable by AC 0 -uniform (respectively, AC 0 -semi-uniform) families of polynomial time active membrane systems without charges and with no dissolution rules.
A family of membrane systems is said to be confluent if it is both sound and complete with respect to (X, e, f) in the uniform case and to (X, h) in the semi-uniform case. That is, each membrane system P in a confluent family starts from a fixed initial configuration (from either h(x), or f(1 |x| ) and e(x)). Then, the system P non-deterministically chooses one from a number of valid computations (configuration sequences). All of these valid computations give the same result: either always accepting (if x [ X) or else always rejecting (if x 6 2 X). All membrane system families in this paper are confluent. FAC 0 is usually defined using uniform Boolean circuits, however, it can be cumbersome to use uniform circuits to define uniformity conditions on membrane systems. FAC 0 is also characterised by a number of models that are easier to analyse such as the constant time Concurrent Random Access Machine (constant time CRAM) (Allender and Gore 1993; Immerman 1989) . We often use a CRAM algorithm to demonstrate that families of membrane systems are AC 0 -uniform. We give a brief definition, see Immerman (1989) for details.
Definition 5 (CRAM, Immerman 1989) . A CRAM is a concurrent-read concurrent-write parallel model of computation. A CRAM has a polynomial number of processors, each with a unique processor number, that share a common global memory. Processors run programs that act on words in memory and have instructions to add, subtract, branch, and shift by a polynomial number of bits.
NL upper-bound on active membranes without dissolution rules
Previously the upper-bound on all active membrane systems without dissolution was P (Gutiérrez- Naranjo et al. 2006) , that is ðPÞÀPMC Ã AM 0 Àd P P. Since membrane systems are usually P-uniform, this P upper-bound was considered a P characterisation. However, having a lower-bound of the same power as the uniformity condition is somewhat unsatisfactory, as it tells us little about the computing power of the actual membrane system itself. This is because the algorithm that encodes the input (the function e in the uniform case, or h in the semi-uniform case) takes an instance of the problem as input. If the input encoder is sufficiently powerful then it may simply solve the problem and output a yes or no object directly. To get an accurate idea of the power of a model it is advisable to restrict the uniformity conditions to be as weak as possible (Barrington et al. 1990) .
In this section we show that when we restrict the (semi-)uniformity conditions to be computable in FAC 0 , or even FL, we tighten the known upper-bound from P to NL. The proof of the P upper-bound in Gutiérrez-Naranjo et al. (2006) involves the construction of a dependency graph representing all possible computation paths of a membrane system on an input. The dependency graph for a membrane system P is a directed graph G P ¼ ðV; EÞ. Each vertex v in the graph is a pair v = (a, h) [ O 9 H, where O is the set of objects and H is the set of membrane labels. An edge connects vertex u to vertex v if there is an evolution rule such that the left hand side of the rule has an object-membrane pair matching u and the right has an object-membrane pair matching v. We formally define this as follows (where parentðiÞ is the parent membrane of i in the membrane structure l of P).
Definition 6 Let P be a recogniser active membrane system without charges and without dissolution rules (AM 0 Àd ). Let R be the set of rules associated with P. The dependency graph associated with P is the directed graph G P ¼ ðV; EÞ defined as follows:
Let I O Â H where I ¼ fðx; hÞ j x 2 MðiÞ; h ¼ LðiÞ; i 2 V l g, that is, vertices representing objects in the initial configuration. In the previous definition, the vertices (yes, skn) and (no, skn) respectively represent the objects yes and no in the output membrane. If there is a path from a vertex representing the input to the vertex (yes, skn) then it is clear that this system is an accepting one. It is worth noting that, unlike upper-bound proofs for a number of other computational models, the dependency graph does not model entire configuration sequences, but rather models only certain aspects of configurations.
For the P upper-bound proof (Gutiérrez-Naranjo et al. 2006) , the dependency graph was constructed in polynomial time, we now show that it can be constructed in FAC 0 .
Lemma 1 Given an encoding of a membrane system hPi, its dependency graph G P is constructable in FAC 0 .
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Proof We provide a constant time CRAM algorithm that when given an encoding of a membrane system constructs the encoding of the dependency graph for that system. By definition every membrane in the system has a unique label at the initial timestep. The CRAM algorithm assumes that the structure l of the membrane system is encoded as an adjacency matrix M |H|9|H| . It also assumes that the set of rules R are arranged in a matrix with |R| rows (one for each rule) and m ? 5 columns where m is the size of the largest multiset in a rule of type (a) in R (one row for each multiset symbol). Each rule is prefixed with its type ((a), (b), etc.), stored in column 1. From the set of rules R and the membrane structure l, the CRAM algorithm computes an adjacency matrix G nÂn , where n = |O||H|, that encodes the dependency graph. The CRAM uses binary strings to encode matrix indices, in the usual way. The objects a; b 2 f1; 2; . . .; jOjg are written in binary, as is h 2 f1; 2; . . .; jHjg. We define ha; hi ¼ shiftða; dlog 2 ðjHj þ 1ÞeÞ þ h, where dlog 2 ðjHj þ 1Þe is computed via masking of the binary string that encodes |H|.
The CRAM has a processor for each entry in the rules matrix. The first column of processors check the type of the rule stored in their row, then each processor in the row looks at its designated part of the rule. If the rule is of type:
(a) One processor reads the triggering object a, another reads the membrane label h. There are m processors that each read an object in the multiset u (or blank). In the next timestep, each processor that read an object type b [ u combines this with a, h, |H| and then sets entry g ha, hi,hb, hi = 1 in G. (b) One processor reads the triggering object a, another reads the membrane label h, and a third the resulting object b. The processor that read the label h writes it to a global register. Another |H| processors check, in parallel, each entry of row h of M for a 1, the processor that finds m h,j = 1 has j as part of its processor ID, and writes j to a global register. In the next timestep the processor that read object type b sets g ha,jihb,hi = 1 in the adjacency matrix of G. (c) One processor reads the triggering object a, another the membrane label h, and a third the resulting object b. The parent j of membrane h is found using a similar method as for type (b) rules. In the next timestep the processor that read object b sets g ha,hihb,ji = 1 in the adjacency matrix of G. (e) One processor reads the triggering object a, another the membrane label h, another the resulting object b, and a fourth reads the resulting object c. In the next timestep the processors that read objects b and c respectively set g ha,hihb,hi = 1 and g ha,hihc,hi = 1 in the adjacency matrix of G. (f) The algorithm ignores the rule.
Thus a dependency graph is constructable from a membrane system in constant time by a CRAM, and hence in FAC 0 . h
In the previous P upper-bound result (Gutiérrez-Naranjo et al. 2006) a polynomial time algorithm was given to find a path from the (yes, skn) vertex back to a vertex in I . We now observe that this problem is reducible to STCON, the canonical NL-complete problem.
Definition 7 (s-t connectivity (STCON))
Instance: A directed acyclic graph with vertices V, edges E, and vertices s, t [ V.
Problem: Given G = (V, E, s, t), is there a directed path from s to t?
Proof Given a membrane system P of the type in the statement, we use Lemma 1 to convert it (in FAC 0 ) to a dependency graph G. This graph has the property that there is a path from one of the vertices in I to (yes, skn) iff the system P accepts. A constant time CRAM adds extra nodes s; t to G and new edges from s to each vertex in I and from (yes, skn) to t. This yields an instance of STCON that has the property that there is a path from s to t iff the system P accepts. h
This holds for both AC 0 and L-uniformity, as well as for both uniform and semiuniform families of membrane systems without dissolution.
NL lower-bound for semi-uniform active membranes without dissolution
In this section we give a membrane system that solves STCON in a semi-uniform manner. The algorithm works by representing edges in the problem instance graph as object evolution rules. For example, edges ðs; bÞ; ðs; cÞ; ðs; dÞ are represented as the rule ½s ! b; c; d. There is only one membrane, the skin, which serves as the output membrane. The system is initialised with an s object (the start vertex) which is then acted upon by the rules. In this manner the presence of an object in a configuration indicates that the system is currently at this vertex while following (or simulating) each different path through the graph in parallel. If the t object is ever evolved the system evolves a yes object.
Proof An instance of the problem STCON is a tuple V; E; s; t ð Þ . We define a function h(x), computable in FAC 0 , that maps an instance x of STCON to the membrane system P x .
; ;; 0Þ; M ¼ fð0; fs; c jVjþ1 gÞ; H ¼ fskng;
The initial configuration contains only a single membrane which contains the object representing the start vertex s.
The evolution rules come directly from the edges of the input graph. If vertex u has edges to vertices v 1 ; . . .; v i then we encode them as a single type (a) rule:
Since the rules directly represent the edges in the graph, the object s produces the object t in at most |V| -1 timesteps iff t is reachable from s. The object t then becomes the yes object indicating that a path from s to t exists and the computation is an accepting one.
The rules provided so far are sufficient for the family to accept instances of STCON, however a family of recogniser membrane systems should also reject non-instances of a problem. Since NL = coNL (Immerman 1988; Szelepcsényi 1987 ) these systems can also
The computational power of membrane systems 621 recognise coNL-complete problems. To simplify our construction of a system that both accepts and rejects inputs we generalise the definition of a recogniser membrane system in a way that does not change the class PMC Ã AM 0 Àd under AC 0 reductions (Murphy 2010) . We relax condition 3 in Definition 2 so that a single computation may produce both a yes and a no object (we consider the first one produced to be the answer).
Proceeding with this generalised definition we add a counter that counts down in parallel with the above steps.
Since the longest acyclic path in the graph is |V| -1 nodes long, any yes object evolvable by the system appears before timestep |V|. In timestep |V| ? 1 the counter evolves a no object, if no yes objects were produced before this time, then this no objects signifies a rejecting computation.
The function h writes out members of this family and is easily computable in FL. Moreover, each member of the family is constructable by a constant time CRAM and so in FAC 0 , we give the details of a CRAM algorithm to convert a group of edges leaving the same node, for example (s, b), (s, c), (s, d), into a single rule s ! b; c; d ½ . The CRAM takes an encoding of the graph G as a binary adjacency matrix and outputs the set of rules for the membrane system. The output registers of the CRAM are initially all blank (set to the symbol '' '') and hold up to |O| different rules in rows each using |O| ? 5 columns. One processor reads each element of the n 9 n adjacency matrix and checks if its element g a,b = 1. If it is 1 then it writes out ''½a !'' in the first 3 columns of the ath row, the object b at the bth column, and '' skn '' in the last column. (If multiple processors try to write the same information to the same register, it does not matter which succeeds.) For example, the edges {(c, e), (a, d), (c, d), (a, b), (a, f), (c, f)} become the rules h Note that in the previous proof we encode the edges of the graph as rules, rather than objects. Therefore our algorithm is semi-uniform as we require a different membrane system for each unique problem instance. In the membrane computing framework, for uniform membrane systems, inputs must be specified (encoded) as objects. It is also interesting to note that our solution uses only type (a) object evolution rules.
By combining Theorems 1 and 2 we get an NL characterisation for semi-uniform families.
P lower-bound for semi-uniform families of active membrane systems with dissolving rules
So far we have seen that by tightening the uniformity condition from P to AC 0 we lower the power of some models from P down to NL. In this section we show that this does not happen for all models that solve any problem in P. More precisely we give an AC 0 -semiuniform family of polynomial time membrane systems with dissolution rules that solves AGAP, the P-complete (Greenlaw et al. 1995) analogue of STCON.
Problem 1 (Alternating Graph Accessibility Problem (AGAP) (Greenlaw et al. 1995 
))
Instance: A directed acyclic graph with vertices V, edges E, a set A V of universal vertices (V \ A are existential vertices), and s, t [ V.
Problem: Given G ¼ V; E; A; s; t ð Þ , does apathðs; tÞ hold?
The function apathðu; vÞ holds iff
and there exists w [ V with (u, w) [ E and apathðw; vÞ holds, or • u is universal (that is u [ A) and for all w [ V with ðu; wÞ 2 E; apathðw; vÞ holds.
The remainder of this section consists of an AC 0 -semi-uniform family of membrane systems P AGAP such that for each G ¼ V; E; A; s; t ð Þthere exists a membrane system P G 2 P AGAP that accepts iff G 2 AGAP. To simplify the proof, we assume that the graph G has an extra existential vertex r [ V \ A and an extra edge (r, s) [ E, and that s has no other incoming edges. It is not difficult to see that AGAP remains P-complete under this assumption.
Let m = |V|. We also assume a total ordering on V when defining the membrane structure E l . We let r = V[0] be the first element in the ordering, s ¼ V½1 be the second element, and V½m À 1 be the last element. (Note that many rules begin numbering from 1 not 0). Let V w ¼ fV½0; V½1; . . .; wg where w [ V, and let Lemma 2 The function h :
Proof sketch The input word G is interpreted as an instance of AGAP encoded as: a binary adjacency matrix of edges E, a binary |V|-vector that encodes the universal vertices A, and vertices s and t. The system P G 2 P AGAP has OðjVj 3 Þ distinct object types, OðjVj 2 Þ membranes and OðjVj 3 Þ different rules. We describe how the Rules (F1) are computed by a CRAM in constant time (using similar techniques as used in the proof of Theorem 2). The rules are specified for values of i from 0 to |V| -1, for each i a group of processors work in parallel as follows. For each entry e u,v = 1 in the edge adjacency matrix of G, a processor writes the first part of the rule ''½hu i ; v iþ1 i 0 ! hu i ; v iþ1 i,'' and the closing part '' in '' (where i is the particular number for this group of processors). Then, in parallel, |V| processors check row v of the adjacency matrix, if a processor reads a 1 in location e v,w then it writes out hv iþ1 ; w iþ2 i 0 to the w part of its output registers (see the proof of Theorem 2). The other rules are computed (in parallel, for all i) from the number of vertices |V|, but with an additional check to see if the vertex is in the set A or equal to r or t. Likewise the membrane structure is easily computable using a constant time CRAM.
The rules of each member of the membrane system family are specific for each problem instance so the solution is semi-uniform. The function h maps instances of G = (V, E, A, s, t) to the membrane system P G using only constant time on a CRAM and so h is in FAC 0 . h
Proof of correctness
The membrane systems of the family P AGAP operate in two distinct phases, the output of the first phase acts as input to the second phase. The first phase records all paths through the graph and operates in a single membrane. The second phase uses these paths to evaluate apathðs; tÞ.
We define the distance function D G : V Â V ! PðNÞ, where D G (r, u) is the set of lengths of all directed paths from r to u in the directed graph G.
First phase
The first phase of a system P G 's computation produces objects which represent every (and only those) edge(s) in the graph G reachable from r, as well as the distance(s) of each vertex from r on all paths from r.
This phase of the computation takes place in a single membrane labeled ''in'', the most deeply nested membrane (see Fig. 2 ). This phase begins with an object representing the edge (r, s) and a counter object c m . The counter c m is decremented by Rules (F2) and dissolves the ''in'' membrane when it reaches c 0 via Rule (F3). While the counter is decrementing, Rules (F1) are acting on the objects representing edges, ''following'' all possible paths through the graph in parallel. Note that if there are different paths through the graph involving the same vertices, objects representing the same edges with different distances are generated. When the counter reaches c 0 it dissolves the membrane ''in''. This marks the end of the first phase of the algorithm and moves the computation to the second phase which is described in Sect. 5.1.2.
Lemma 3 Given a membrane system P G , where G = (V, E, A, s, t), then in jVj À 1 timesteps Rules (F1) produce the set of objects fhu i ; v iþ1 i j ðu; vÞ 2 E and i 2 D G ðr; uÞg.
Proof We prove by induction on i. The base case is i = 0. We show that, after the first timestep, Rules (F1) have evolved (a) the object hr 0 ; s 1 i and (b) the set of objects fhs 1 ; v 2 i 0 j ðs; vÞ 2 E; 2 2 D G ðr; vÞg. The membrane ''in'' in the initial configuration of P G Fig. 2 The membrane structure of the semi-uniform family to solve AGAP, in this case there are m = |V| = 4 vertices. The direction of the arrows (?) indicates the movement of the objects through the structure by dissolving membranes. The root of the membrane structure is the ''skin''
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After applying these rules, if there are no edges leaving s in the graph G then only the object hr 0 ; s 1 i is created. Otherwise for each (s, v) [ E a new edge object hs 1 ; v 2 i 0 is evolved. The subscript on s is 1 since D G (r,s) = {1} and the subscript(s) on all v is 2 since 2 [ D G (r, v) .
For the induction hypothesis we assume that at the end of timestep i, Rules (F1) have evolved (a) the set of objects fhu j ; v jþ1 i j ðu; vÞ 2 E; 0 j i; j 2 D G ðr; uÞg and (b) the set of objects fhv iþ1 ; w iþ2 i 0 j 8v s.t.fðu; vÞ; ðv; wÞg E; i þ 1 2 D G ðr; vÞg. Assuming these are the contents of ''in'' immediately before timestep i ? 1, we prove that immediately after timestep i ? 1 Rules (F1) evolve (a) the set of objects fhu j ; v jþ1 i j ðu; vÞ 2 E; 0 j i þ 1; j 2 D G ðr; uÞg and (b) the set of objects fhv iþ2 ; w iþ3 i 0 j 8v s.t.fðu; vÞ; ðv; wÞg E; i þ 2 2 D G ðr; vÞg. Rules (F1) include:
If there are no edges leaving v then, when the rules are applied, only objects hu iþ1 ; v iþ2 i are created. Otherwise for each (v, w) [ E a new primed object hv iþ2 ; w iþ3 i 0 is evolved. The subscripts on vertices v and w come from the fact that i ? 2 [ D G (r,v) and r,w) . G is acyclic, hence the longest path length from r is of length\|V|. After timestep |V| -1 the rules have produced the set of objects fhu j ; v jþ1 i j ðu; vÞ 2 E; 0 j\jVj; j 2 D G ðr; uÞg. h
Second phase
The second phase of the computation begins when the parent of the membrane ''in'' contains the objects produced by the first phase. Roughly speaking, this phase guides the computation along two nested loops by sequentially dissolving the membrane structure from the most deeply nested membrane to the skin membrane (see Fig. 2 ). The outer loop iterates over all path lengths i from |V| -1 down to 1, while the inner loop iterates over all vertices v [ V \{r}. Lemma 4 proves that each iteration of the inner loop works correctly. Lemma 5 proves that the membrane structure guides the computation so that the correct solution is always produced.
Definition 8 Let G = (V, E, A, s, t) be an AGAP instance, and let P G 2 P AGAP . We say that vertex w is evaluated by the current configuration of P G for some j 2 f1; 2; . . .; jVj À 1g if 1. there is a path of length j from vertex r to vertex w in G (i.e. j [ D G (r, w)) and (i) w = t, then the rules produce an object u Y jÀ1 for all (u, t) [ E, (ii) w = t and if apathðw; tÞ holds, then the rules produce an object u Y jÀ1 for all (u, w) [ E, (iii) w = t and if apathðw; tÞ does not hold, then the rules produce an object u Furthermore, the evaluation happens in the membrane labeled w j and its parent w e j (its ''evaluation'' membrane) in the current configuration of P G . (When evaluating w at distance j some waste objects of the form w YW j or w NW j may also be produced.) Definition 9 We define C G ðv; iÞ to be the set fhu jÀ1 ; w j i j ðu; wÞ 2 E; u 6 ¼ r; j 2 D G ðr; wÞ; j\ig[ fhu iÀ1 ; w i i j ðu; wÞ 2 E; w 2 V v ; u 6 ¼ r; i 2 D G ðr; wÞg[
where W fy
In our proofs, C G ðv; iÞ encodes G at an intermediary point in the evaluation of apathðr; tÞ. More precisely, given C G ðv; iÞ, the following vertices have been evaluated: (a) all vertices w [ V such that there is some
The set W is a subset of the possible ''waste'' objects which are generated by P G (proof of Lemma 4) as a side product.
Lemma 4 Let membrane system P G 2 P AGAP be in a configuration where the membrane with label v i (v 2 Vnfrg; i 2 D G ðr; vÞ) contains the set of objects C G ðv; iÞ [ fd 2 g, and nothing else. Then, in 4 timesteps, P G evaluates v at i according to Definition 8. P G does this by replacing each hu iÀ1 ; v i i object with the object u if v = t and there is an object hu iÀ1 ; t i i to trigger Rule (S4) then the membrane t i is dissolved in timestep 1 evolving object u objects dissolve t i within 2 timesteps. Otherwise, in timestep 2 when the decrementing counter reaches d 0 by Rule (S13), it dissolves the membrane t i via Rule (S14). In the next timestep the counter dissolves ''evaluation'' membrane v e i via Rule (S15). End: i 6 2 D G ðr; tÞ so apathðt; tÞ has not been evaluated, no new objects are produced and the computation continues. Case 2:
). In this case, if there exists (v, y) [ E where apathðy; tÞ holds, then apathðv; tÞ holds. Here the algorithm describing the action of the rules is very similar to the one above. The changes are to swap Rules (S8), (S10), (S11), (S12), with the existential Rules (S16), (S17), (S18), (S19), and in the sentences mentioning these rules, swap the roles of the objects tagged with ''Y'' and ''N''. (Note that in the existential case, no equivalent of Rule (S9) is needed, the edge objects are already in the form hu iÀ1 ; v i i N in timestep 2 by Rule (S7).)
Thus, assuming that membrane v i (v 2 Vnfrg; i 2 D G ðr; vÞ) is the most deeply nested membrane in l and contains the objects d 2 and C G ðv; iÞ then the rules of P G (in at most 4 timesteps) replace each hu iÀ1 ; v i i with a u Proof We prove by induction on the set of membranes, ordered by the membrane structure l of P G , beginning at V½m À 1 mÀ1 and ending at s 1 ¼ V½1 1 (see Fig. 2 ).
The base case is given by the membrane p of label V½m À 1 mÀ1 . This membrane is the parent of ''in'' and, immediately after ''in'' is dissolved, p contains the set of objects C G ðV½m À 1; m À 1Þ which were generated by the first phase (see Lemma 3). Then, as per Lemma 4, P G replaces the set of objects of the form fhu mÀ2 ; V½m À 1 mÀ1 i j ðu; V½m À 1Þ 2 Eg in C G ðV½m À 1; m À 1Þ with either an equal number of u objects are removed or become waste objects). This modification of C G ðV½m À 1; m À 1Þ gives the set C G ðV½m À 2; m À 1Þ (see Definition 9). While the rules of P G are modifying the set of objects, they also dissolve membrane p (of label V[m -1] m-1 ) and its parent p -1 (of label V½m À 1 e mÀ1 ), placing the set C G ðV½m À 2; m À 1Þ in membrane p -2, which has label V½m À 2 mÀ1 . This completes the base case.
For the induction hypothesis, assume that the set of objects C G ðV½z; iÞ is in membrane p of label V[z] i . As per Lemma 4, P G replaces the set of objects of the form fhui À 1; V½z i i j ðu; V½zÞ 2 Eg in the set C G ðV½z; iÞ with either an equal number of u objects are removed or become waste objects). Then, we are in one of two cases.
Case 1: If z [ 1 then this modification of C G ðV½z; iÞ gives the set C G ðV½z À 1; iÞ (see Definition 9). While the rules of P G are modifying the set of objects, they also dissolve membrane p (with label V½z i ), and its parent p -1 (with label V½z e i ), placing the set C G ðV½z À 1; iÞ in membrane p -2, which has label V½z À 1 i . Case 2: If z = 1 then this modification of C G ðV½1; iÞ gives the set C G ðV½m À 1; i À 1Þ (see Definition 9). This is because the set C G ðV½1; iÞ must have moved up the membrane structure l through each membrane V½y i for y 2 fm À 1; m À 2; . . .; 1g to arrive in membrane V½1 i . In each membrane V½y i the rules of P G operate via Lemma 4 to remove all objects in the set fhu iÀ1 ; V½y i i j ðu; V½yÞ 2 Eg and replace them with either u Y iÀ1 objects or u N iÀ1 objects (the V½y Y i and V½y N i objects are also removed or become waste objects). This encodes that all vertices at distance i have now been evaluated, and the object set is ready for evaluation at distance i -1. While the rules of P G are modifying the set of objects, they also dissolve membrane p (with label V½1 i ), and its parent p -1 (with label V½1 e i ), placing the set C G ðV½m À 1; i À 1Þ in membrane p -2, which has label V[m -1] i-1 (see Fig. 2 ). This completes the inductive argument.
By the above inductive argument, system P G eventually reaches a configuration where the membrane of label s 1 ¼ V½1 1 contains the set of objects C G ðs; 1Þ ¼ fs This completes the proof that the family P AGAP recognises the P-complete language AGAP, in polynomial time.
h
Corollary 2 AC 0 semi-uniform families of active membrane systems without charges using only evolution and dissolution rules characterise P.
Proof This follows from Theorem 3 and the known P upper-bound on active membrane systems without division (Zandron et al. 2000) . h 6 AC 0 -uniformity and known PSPACE results P-uniform families of active membrane systems (without charges) using non-elementary division (rules of type (f)) are known to characterise PSPACE (Alhazov and Pérez-Jiménez 2007; Sosík and Rodríguez-Patón 2007) . Clearly, the PSPACE upper-bound (Sosík and Rodríguez-Patón 2007) is unaffected if we restrict to AC 0 -uniformity. The lower-bound (Alhazov and Pérez-Jiménez 2007 ) is given by a P-uniform family of membrane systems that recognise instances of QSAT (Papadimitriou 1993) in polynomial time. We sketch how this result can be modified so that it holds for Definition 3 using Luniformity and, with a suitable restriction on the problem encoding, AC 0 -uniformity. We use a restriction of QSAT, which we show is PSPACE-complete, where the number of variables n is even 2 , and equal to the number of clauses m (i.e. n ¼ m ¼ 2i; i 2 N). Given an instance of QSAT in conjunctive normal form (CNF) we reduce to an instance where n = m = 2i as follows. If n \ m we add m -n ''junk'' variables fx nþ1 ; . . .; x m g to the instance. These new variables are not listed in the clauses and so do not affect the existence of a satisfying solution. If the total number of variables is now odd then we add another variable x m?1 and the tautological clause ðx 1 _ :x 1 Þ to u. If n [ m we add nm copies of the tautological clause ðx 1 _ :x 1 Þ to u, and ensure the number of variables and clauses are even as before. The input encoding in Alhazov and Pérez-Jiménez (2007) (analogous to the e function in Definition 3) maps the variables in the clauses of the input instance to objects and is straightforward to compute in FAC 0 . 2 The original solution requires an even number of variables. Most reasonable encodings represent variables such that it is possible check that there is an even number of them in AC 0 (e.g. in unary).
In Definition 3 the function f : f1g Ã ! P maps the encoded input instance length 1 jxj ; x 2 R Ã , to a membrane system in P. However, the construction in Alhazov and Pérez-Jiménez (2007) makes use of both the number of variables and clauses to compute this mapping. The function f must now compute the number of variables (which is now equal to the number of clauses) from the length of its input, an instance of QSAT. The difficulty of this task is heavily dependent on the chosen encoding scheme, it can be accomplished in FL for most reasonable encodings and FAC 0 for some.
Thus L-uniform families of AM 0 systems using strong non-elementary division can solve at most PSPACE-complete problems (note that L(PSPACE). If a suitable problem encoding scheme is used, the same result holds for AC 0 -uniform families of the same type.
Discussion
We have introduced AC 0 -uniformity to membrane systems, and active membrane systems in particular. This has allowed us to show an NL characterisation of semi-uniform systems without dissolution, an improvement over the previous P upper-bound. We also showed that a class of systems that was previously known to characterise P (Zandron et al. 2000) retains its P lower-bound with AC 0 -semi-uniformity. Also a previous PSPACE (Alhazov and Pérez-Jiménez 2007; Sosík and Rodríguez-Patón 2007) characterisation also remains unchanged under the tighter uniformity conditions. This leads us to conclude that tight uniformity conditions, such as AC 0 -uniformity, allow us to more accurately study the computing power of our model.
We note that the system in Sect. 4 that solves the NL-complete problem STCON uses only evolution rules and that the system in Sect. 5 that solves the P-complete problem AGAP uses only dissolving and evolution rules. So in this setting, assuming NL(P, dissolution rules significantly increase the computational power.
